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I. Introduction 
To calculate the properties of organometallic transition-

metal complexes from molecular orbital theory is often a dif
ficult task. The number of integrals to be evaluated in an ab 
initio technique increases rapidly when a transition-metal atom 
is included in the molecule of interest. Care must be taken to 
treat in a consistent fashion the metal atoms and the organic 
moieties of the molecule. Extensive calculations often must be 
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(18) When 3CK is generated, it would be converted to CK(S0) through ISC. Even 
if CK(So) appears in the course of the reaction, however, its dissociation 
is thought to be unlikely in consideration of the calculated result of ketene.88 

In this sense, CK(S0), although in principle possible, would be excited again 
up to CK(T1) during the successive irradiation and the decomposition of 
CK(S0) to CP(S0) and CO would not take place. 

performed in order to explain differences between the normally 
localized metal orbitals and the typically delocalized ligand 
orbitals. It becomes of great interest therefore to develop a 
semiempirical model which can easily and successfully cal
culate properties of transition-metal complexes. 

The electronic structure of transition-metal complexes has 
been described most frequently in terms of ligand field theo
ry.23 Of great qualitative value, this approach is usually used 
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to rationalized d orbital energy levels in metal complexes as 
well as to estimate spin properties. 

Calculations of the Wolfsberg-Helmholtz type,2b-3 espe
cially those with a charge consistency refinement4 (iterative 
extended Hiickel, IEH), have provided a great deal of insight 
and information on transition-metal complexes. These all va
lence electron calculations set off-diagonal matrix elements 
of the Hamiltonian proportional to the average of the diagonal 
elements weighted by the appropriate orbital overlap. One-
electron properties such as electric field gradients, spin-orbit 
coupling, zero-field splitting, and magnetic field energies are 
well calculated. Although no two-electron integrals are ex
plicitly included, spectra are estimated by simple orbital pro
motion,3 perhaps with corrections for two-electron terms.5 

Several models of the complete neglect of differential 
overlap (CNDO) or intermediate neglect of differential overlap 
(INDO) types have recently appeared6,7 which show promise 
in quickly estimating the electronic structure of transition-
metal complexes. To date, however, no such zero differential 
overlap model has been applied systematically to the exami
nation of the electronic spectroscopy of organometallic tran
sition-metal complexes. 

Ab initio molecular orbital techniques are beginning to be 
applied to the spectroscopy of transition-metal complexes. As 
mentioned previously, these are difficult and expensive cal
culations that can be performed in only a very limited number 
of laboratories. Furthermore, only transitions of the d —• d type 
are accurately reproduced; calculated charge-transfer and Ii-
gand transitions have to date shown very little predictive 
power. 

Alternatives to the molecular orbital description of transi
tion-metal spectroscopy are certainly available. Perhaps the 
most promising of these is the scattered wave X-a method.8-10 

Using Slater's transition-state theory1' the method has proven 
reliable in estimating some electronic transitions. 

We describe here the use of a newly formulated method 
based on the simplest molecular orbital theory that properly 
accounts for the two-electron terms required in spectroscopy, 
the intermediate neglect of differential overlap (INDO). The 
INDO method of Pople and co-workers1215 parametrized 
along the lines introduced by Del Bene and Jaffe has already 
been used to successfully calculate the spectra of molecules 
containing first- and second-row atoms.18 The method has been 
extended to allow calculation of properties of molecules con
taining first-row transition-metal complexes.19-20 In this study, 
refinements of the extended program are described together 
with results obtained for ferrocene, Fe(CsHs^, an organo
metallic "sandwich" compound, as a test of the INDO method 
developed. Specifically, the electronic21'22 and photoemis
sion23-25 spectra of ferrocene are calculated and the observed 
transitions assigned. 

Many semiempirical26-35 and ab initio36-38 molecular or
bital calculations have been performed previously on ferrocene 
and the ferrocenium ion to understand the electronic structure 
of the compound. Despite the great amount of experimental 
and theoretical work on ferrocene, many observed properties 
of the molecule have yet to be explained. In particular, as
signments of the electronic and photoemission spectra of fer
rocene remain a controversy. In light of the many previous 
theoretical studies with which to compare and the long
standing unresolved controversies surrounding the complex, 
ferrocene seems to be ideally suited as a test of the INDO 
method for organometallic transition-metal complexes. 

II. Method 
The INDO method, including the technique for calculating 

electronic spectra, is summarized elsewhere.18"20 Briefly the 
procedure is as follows. INDO/s, where the one-center core 
integrals are obtained from ionization potentials only, rather 

than from ionization potentials and electron affinities, is used 
to calculate the ground-state configuration in terms of mo
lecular orbital coefficients and eigenvalues. The photoemission 
spectrum of ferrocene is estimated by Koopmans' theorem39 

from the eigenvalues of the ground state or calculated directly 
by determining the energy of the first few low-energy states 
of the ferrocenium ion. The electronic spectrum is calculated 
from the self-consistent field (SCF) ground state of ferrocene 
by performing a virtual orbital configuration interaction (CI) 
which results in the desired spectroscopic transition energies 
and oscillator strengths. These latter are evaluated using the 
one-center dipole length integrals. Refinements to the method 
which will be introduced here include (1) a procedure for de
termining one-center core integrals for transition metals, (2) 
incorporation of an empirical Weiss-Mataga-Nishimoto 
formula for two-electron repulsion integrals involving at least 
one transition-metal center, (3) inclusion of "mixed" two-
electron integrals (Slater-Condon factors) on one metal center 
that are of neither a Coulomb nor exchange type, and (4) se
lection of a consistent set of resonance integrals for the cal
culation of spectra. 

In the molecular orbital model, using the unrestricted 
Hartree-Fock theory, we are interested in solving the Fock 
equations 

paQa - CaEa ( J ) 

for an orthogonalized atomic basis set fxMi, where Ea is the 
diagonal matrix of eigenvalues for the a spin molecular or-
bitals, Ca is a square matrix the /th column of which is the 
molecular orbital coefficients of the /th molecular orbital 
<t>ia 

4>,a = X><%XM (2) 

Fa is the Fock or enery matrix 

Fa = H + J - Ka = H + Ga (3) 

and similar expressions are appropriate for /3 spin matrices and 
orbitals. In the above, H is the one-electron matrix, and Ga = 
J — Ka\s the two-electron matrix consisting of Coulomb terms 
minus exchange. The one-electron matrix H is specified by 

//AA =£/AA Y. ZB(XMI^B-1IXM) (4) 

UA\^ (xJ"V2/2 - ZA/RA\X,) 

H^ = (X»\-V2/2-j:ZA/RA\xi>) (5) 
A 

Using the INDO model of Pople, Santry, and Segal we ob
tain 

#AA = t / A A £ Z B T A B ( 6 ) 

B^A 

H A \ „ = O (7) 

/ /AV = (/30A,, + Pp. A/2 
TAB = (XMXMIX*X*) (8) 

^ Jdr ( l ) dr(2) XM(DXM(0' ' I2-1X,(2)X,(2) 

|/3°A,M| are atomic parameters, chosen empirically to give best 
agreement with experiment. The same parameter is used for 
either an s or p atomic orbital, /3A,S = /?A,p, but a different pa
rameter is chosen for the atomic d orbitals.6'19'20 AM„ is a pro
portionality constant, usually the orbital overlap calculated 
treating x , and x* as Slater-type orbitals,12-15 or an integral 
simply related to the overlap.16-19 TAB is the two-electron 
Coulomb integral calculated treating Xn of atom A and Xv of 
atom B as if both were of s symmetry. Such an approximation 
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Table I. Fractional Contribution of the d"_2s2 Configuration (Cr) 
to the Core Integral (UM)] as a Function of the Energy Difference 
between the d"-2 and d" - ls ' Configuration (A£Wll_W22) for V = 
-0.02 au (See Figure 1) 

metal 

Ca 
Sc 
Ti 
V 
Cr 
Mn 
Fe 
Co 
Ni 
Cu 
Zn 

A£«,i-w22 

0.095 
0.074 
0.056 
0.037 
0.018 
0.014 

-0.016 
-0.029 
-0.041 
-0.055 

C,2 

0.9608 
0.9399 
0.9069 
0.8395 
0.7052 
0.6652 
0.3143 
0.2065 
0.1421 
0.0956 
0.0000 
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Figure 1. Ci2; fractional contribution of the d"~2s2 configuration to /d 
(ionization potential of the d orbital) as a function of the energy difference 
between the d"_2s2 and d"~'s' configurations (AH = Hn - H11). 

is required by rotational invariance. Since the orbital exponents 
of s and p atomic orbitals are chosen the same for a given atom, 
7ABss = TABsp = 7ABpp = TAB- However, the exponent of a d 
atomic orbital is not the same as an s or p. For systems con
taining transition metals, then 

#AAMM = UW ~ H i("s + "P )B7MS (S) + (rtd)B7w3 (d)| 

(9) 

where (ns)e is the number of s electrons in the ground-state 
configuration of atom B, etc. The adoption of eq 9 as a gener
alization of eq 7 will prove consistent with our choice of U^, 
and properly calculate atoms at large internuclear separa
tion. 

One-center core integrals U1^ are taken empirically from 
atomic ionization.40 For transition metals with s, p, and d 
functions there are two possible processes of ionization de
pendent on the configuration of the metal atom: 

process I: 

process II: 

Clack and co-workers6 use process II in their CNDO and 
INDO methods and indeed for Zn(d10s2) this process is the 
only one that is viable. As given in Table I, a d" _ 2s 2 configu
ration is also the lowest average energy configuration for Ca, 
Sc, Ti, and V; on the other hand, a d"_1s> configuration is 
lowest for Co, Ni, and Cu.19 The remaining first-row transition 
metals are more ambiguous with a d" _ 2s 2 configuration ap
parently favored for Cr and Mn and a d " - y configuration for 
Fe.40 '41 

Experience with simple inorganic complexes of Cr, Mn, Fe, 
and Co and extensive calculations including CI on 
Cr(CO)619 '42 indicate that for these transition metals a d"_ 2s2 

configuration yields a calculated metal-ligand equilibrium 
separation that is longer than observed, whereas a d" _ 1s ' 
configuration yields a calculated equilibrium separation 
smaller than observed. It appears that empirical parameters 
derived solely from one process or the other cannot adequately 
describe the ground state. A procedure has been developed to 
include both processes in the empirical evaluation of the core 
integrals. The relative contribution of each process is deter
mined by the relative energies of the two configurations of 

Is 

Ip 

Id 

Is 

Ip 

Id 

3 d " - ] 4 s - ^ 3d"- ' 

3 d K - i 4 p _ 3 d „ - i 

3 d " - ' 4 s ^ 3 d " - 2 4 s 

3 d «-2 4 s 2 _+ 3d«-24s 

3 d " - 2 4 s 4 p ^ 3 d " - 2 4 s 

3 d " - 2 4 s 2 ^ 3 d " - 3 4 s 2 

d" -2C2 . 's1 for each metal, as described below. 
Let the two configurations interact through some pertur

bation V caused by complex formation. The resultant matrix 
equation is represented by 

V 

V 

Hn 
(10) 

where H\ \ and Hn are the average energies of the configu
rations d" _ 2s 2 and d" - 1 s ' respectively, and Cj and C2 the 
contribution of each state to the eigenvector with eigenvalue 
e. For normalization, C,2 + C2

2 = 1. If V = 0, then HnCx = 
t\C\ and HnCi = 62^2 and, as in the past, we would use either 
the d"—1S1 or d" _ 2s 2 pure configuration for the ground state 
depending on whether t\ or £2 were lower in energy. 

If V * 0, then 

/ / , , Ci + VC2 = (C1 (Ha) 

and 

e = 

KC1 + H22CI = (C2 

H]\ + Hn 

( l i b ) 

± 1 / 2 V(Z/, 1 - HnY + 4K2 (12) 

Substituting for e from (Ha) and simplifying, we get for H] 1 
KH22 

x = C]/Ci = Hu-.H22 + 
2V Vf* - H22\2 

2V 

and thus 

C1
2 = - ^ 

2 

+ X2 

+ 1 (13) 

(14) 

From eq 13 and 14, we obtain Ci2 or the contribution of the 
d" _ 2s 2 configuration as a function of the energy difference 
between the d" _ 2s 2 and d " - ^ 1 configurations (/Z11 - H22) 
and an arbitrary V. Empirically we find V = -0.02 to give the 
best equilibrium geometries with a mixing of d "~2s2 and d "~' s' 
configurations as given in Table I and shown in Figure 1. We 
employ V = —0.02 as a constant parameter, although one could 
argue that V should be complex dependent and be obtained in 
a self-consistent fashion. It is anticipated that such a refine
ment would have little effect. Um is thus calculated from a 
weighted average of I11 (d"_ 2s2) and ^ ( d ^ - ' s 1 ) . ns and nd of 
eq 8 are also modified so as to reflect the relative contribution 
of each configuration. 

In the unrestricted Hartree-Fock formalism that is used 
here, the G matrix elements are given by 

Qa ^ = E / W H <rX) - /*vx(H "X) (15) 

with a similar expression for the B electron G$ matrix. Here 
Pa is the first-order a spin density matrix or, in the orthogo-
nalized set envisioned here, the a spin charge and bond order 
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matrix 
MO 

1 y.v Z - *- pa**- vana (16) 

(18) 

where na = 0 or 1, the occupancy of </>V and P is the total 
first-order density 

P = Pa + P? (J 7) 

Under this formalism, for a closed-shell system 

pa = pP = - p 
2 

Invoking the INDO model simplifies eq 15 greatly: 

at A 

C V = E [ ^ x ( H * * ) - l/2P«ffx(/iff|i/X)]; n,ve A 
<x,X 

(19) 

G V = - P V T ^ ; M e A , D e B , A ^ B 

with similar expressions for C3 . 
The two-electron two-center Coulomb integrals y-pr„ are 

required for eq 8 and for eq 19. They have been evaluated 
theoretically in ref 8 where ground-state geometries were of 
principal interest. For spectroscopy, however, a great deal of 
experience has been gained by using Coulomb integrals chosen 
semiempirically,18-43 a procedure we adopt here. 

The two-electron Coulomb integrals are evaluated from a 
modified Mataga-Nishimoto formula44 

TAB : Jx. 
2 / 7 / ( Y A A + TBB) + * A B 

(20) 

where 7?AB is the distance between the two centers in Bohr 
radii. 7 A A is obtained from Pariser's observation45 

7AA = F°(AA) = / A - A„ (21) 

as the difference between the ionization potential and electron 
affinity of an s, p, or d electron. The formula is modified by the 
introduction of the parameter fy as suggested by Weiss,46 

which we set equal to 1.2. This value has been extensively used 
and has proven very successful in the calculation of spectra of 
conjugated systems.18 

Since values of /A — A A are similar for s and p orbitals, we 
make the approximation that TAA = TSS = Tsp = Tpp = 
F°(AA) as before. For a third-row element, TAA for s and p 
electrons is taken as the linear average of /A — A A for s and p 
electrons from both processes I and II. Similarly, 733 is taken 
as the average of Id — Ad for d electrons from processes I and 
II. In both cases, the final values are smoothed from a qua
dratic fit of 7SS or 7dd with the number of valence electrons. 

Values of TsS = 7p5 for the third-row elements are derived 
in the following fashion. Ionization of a d electron by process 
I is envisioned as 

d « - i s — d « - 2 s + /d(I) (22) 

The configuration energy of the left side of the equation may 
be expressed in terms of core integrals Ud and Us and repulsion 
integrals 7M„ as 

( « - ! ) ( « - 2 ) 
( « - i ) t / d d + £/» + 

and of the right side as 

7da + ( n - l)7id 

(23a) 

(« - l)L'dd + Ua + {" °2
(W 2 ) 7dd + (« " 1)713 

(23a) 

yielding 

/d(I) = -l/dd + (2 - »)7dd - 7sd (23c) 

Ionization of a d electron by process II is envisioned as 

d " - V — d"~3s2 + / d ( I I ) (24) 

The energy of the configuration to the left is 

(n - 2)Udd + 2t/M + {n " 2 * ( " ~ 3 ) Tdd + 7 s 

+ 2(Zi -S)Ta (25a) 

and of the configuration to the right 

(« - 3)t/dd + 2U„ + {H " 3 )
2

(" ~ 4 ) T d̂ + Tss 

+ 2 ( « - 3 ) 7 s 3 (25b) 

yielding 

/d(II) = -L/dd + (3 - «)7d3 - 27sd (25c) 

Subtracting (23c) from (25c) gives 

/d(II) - /dd) = Tdd - Tsd (26) 

A similar treatment for ionization of an s electron by process 
I 

d « - i s _ » d „ - i + / s ( I ) 

or by process II 

d " - V ^ d " - 2 s + / s(II) 

gives 
/,(II) - /S(I) = y-A - J* 

(27) 

(28) 

(29) 

The values of 7sd obtained by averaging the results of eq 26 and 
29 were again smoothed by a quadratic fit. From these values 
of 7§a, new values of 7sj and Tdd are inferred. An iterative 
procedure is thus suggested and performed. The final results 
are tabulated in Table II. 

For an s, p basis set, eq 19 may be evaluated in a straight
forward fashion as only one-center integrals of the Coulomb 
form (XMXMIX^X.) and exchange form (XvXAXuXv) d o n o t 

vanish. For atoms with s, p, and d atomic basis functions, there 
are in addition to the Coulomb and exchange integrals of the 
above type various hydrid integrals, as for example, 
(pxd^lpzdjt,,), that do not vanish. These are related to the 
Coulomb and exchange integrals by molecular rotation. To 
preserve rotational invariance in the method, either averages 
of Coulomb and exchange type integrals must be used,47"50 or 
all integrals that transform into one another upon rotation must 
be included. We chose the latter alternative, for, although 
ground-state calculations do not seem much affected by the 
choice of procedure (or, for that matter, by permitting the 
variance itself),51,52 the effect on the calculation of excited 
states through CI is substantial. In ferrocene, the states E2" 
and E i " from the excitation e'2(dx>„ d ^ - ^ ) —- 0 " (dxz, dyz) 
are calculated as degenerate when the hydrid integrals are 
neglected but split by 8000 cm - 1 by mixing through the 
(dX2dXy\dx2-y2dyZ) term. 

All integrals that involve Slater-Condon F and G integrals, 
as reported in the Appendix of ref 20, are thus retained. Mixed 
one-center integrals of the Slater-Condon R type53 are set to 
zero. These integrals are small, do not contribute to rotational 
variance, and cannot be evaluated empirically through atomic 
spectra. 
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For spectroscopic calculations, an empirical evaluation of 
two-electron repulsion integrals was used. Resonance pa
rameters /3 of eq 6 were chosen to give the best agreement be
tween calculated and experimental spectra. For hydrogen and 
the first-row elements, the values adopted were those estab
lished from hydrocarbon spectra.18 For iron, the values used 
were /34s = /34p = -1.0 eV and /33d = -23.0 eV. The /33d value 
is 7.0 eV greater than that used with theoretical two-electron 
repulsion integrals for geometry optimization.19 This increase 
is consistent with the trend shown for other atoms in going from 
the conventional zero differential overlap theories to spectro
scopic methods. This value has also been successfully used in 
calculating the spectra of FeCU- and several iron porphyrin 
(model haem) systems. 

All other details of the theory are as given in ref 19 and 
20. 

III. Procedure 

LCAO-MO-SCF calculations using the INDO/s ap
proximation outlined elsewhere18"20 with the modifications 
described in the previous section have been performed for 
ferrocene, Fe(CsHSh, and several low-energy states of the 
ferrocenium ion, Fe(CsHSh+. All calculations reported here 
have been made using empirical two-electron repulsion inte
grals and spectroscopic parametrization for /3. 

Since there is evidence that interatomic distances are not 
greatly enhanced in the ion54 or in the solid,55 the vapor-phase 
interatomic distances56 of Fe-C = 2.057, C-C = 1.429, and 
C-H= 1.116 A have been used for both the neutral molecule 
and cation in an eclipsed (D•$/,) conformation. The iron was 
placed at the center of the coordinate system with the cyclo-
pentadienyl rings 1.66 A above and below the xy plane. 

The first five ionization potentials of ferrocene have been 
evaluated in two ways: (1) by Koopmans' theorem as the 
negative of the eigenvalues of the ground-state molecular or-
bitals of ferrocene and (2) by the difference in energy between 
ferrocene and the five low-energy states of the ferrocenium ion. 
In the second method, care must be taken to treat the closed-
shell neutral species and the open-shell ions with comparable 
accuracy. Since the former was treated here in a restricted 
Hartree-Fock (RHF) fashion and the latter in an unrestricted 
(UHF) fashion, a configuration interaction calculation which 
included 105 double excitations of Ai' symmetry was per
formed on the ground state of ferrocene to include some of the 
correlation energy that is included in a natural fashion in UHF 
calculations. However, there was no appreciable energy low
ering. 

The electronic spectrum of ferrocene was assigned from the 
spectroscopic transition energies and oscillator strengths ob
tained from a CI calculation composed of all single excitations 
from the 7 highest energy occupied molecular orbitals to the 
11 lowest energy virtual orbitals plus two higher energy un
occupied molecular orbitals with some iron d-orbital character. 
The calculation was symmetry factored into the eight repre
sentations of the Dsh point group in order to reduce the com
putation time. Overall, 140 configurations were considered in 
the calculation of the UV-visible spectrum. 

The ground-state SCF calculations took approximately 
20-30 s each on the IBM 370/195 and were stored on disk. 
From this information the Cl for each symmetry type required 
approximately 20-40 s. 

IV. Caveat 

The INDO spectroscopic model has been parametrized by 
comparison of experimental spectra with calculated results 
obtained after extensive studies with singly excited configu
rations in a configuration interaction treatment.16^18 This basic 
model has been extended in this paper to include members of 
the first transition series, and has been, and is being, applied 

Table II. Atomic Parameters. Two-Electron Coulomb Integrals for 
Third-Row Metals (eV) 

metal 

Ca 
Sc 
Ti 
V 
Cr 
Mn 
Fe 
Co 
Ni 
Cu 
Zn 

Tss 

3.25 
3.89 
4.50 
5.07 
5.60 
6.09 
6.54 
6.96 
7.34 
7.68 
7.98 

Ysd 

4.00 
4.71 
5.38 
6.01 
6.60 
7.16 
7.68 
8.16 
8.61 
9.01 
9.39 

Tdd 

6.03 
7.02 
7.98 
8.91 
9.81 

10.68 
11.52 
12.32 
13.10 
13.84 
14.55 

to rather large systems in which the role of higher excited 
configurations (double excited, triply excited, etc., as opposed 
to higher energy configurations) is uncertain. Although use 
of semiempirical two-electron integrals (7) and empirical 
resonance integrals (/3) might be expected to include the effect 
of higher energy excitations in an average way,5758 no such 
parametrization can be expected to compensate for multiple 
excited configurations if those configurations are actually in 
the spectroscopic region of interest, or if a given double exci
tation heavily mixes with the reference configuration in the 
mathematical description of the ground state. In these cases 
certain higher excitations must be included explicitly. There 
then arises the question of which effects, if any, of higher ex
citations are included twice? Is it necessary to reparametrize 
the model on, say, single and double excitations and those 
triples that are doubly excited relative to the important singles? 
Preliminary investigations seem to indicate that higher exci
tations can be included in the model without extensive repar-
ametrization.59 Nevertheless, some systems—and ferrocene 
does not appear to be one of them—cannot be well described 
without these higher excitations, even with the given semi-
empirical parametrization. The frequency of these more dif
ficult to handle systems is expected to increase with increasing 
molecular size, and the effect will be aggravated by the pres
ence of a transition metal. The presence of two like transition 
metals in most complexes will require consideration of higher 
excitations in the description of both ground and excited 
states. 

In addition to the model being grounded on singly excited 
configuration interaction, which is not a severe limitation in 
most cases, the present model is also founded on a basis set of 
valence-type orbitals. Since Rydberg-type orbitals are not 
included in the atomic basis, Rydberg-type states cannot be 
described. This is as severe a limitation on small molecules 
where the Rydberg states are among the lowest lying excited 
states as exclusion of higher excitations is for very large sys
tems, where they are low lying. 

For most molecules Rydberg states might be expected to 
make their appearance 2-3 eV below the first ionization po
tential. In this region of the spectrum the density of states is 
quite high. The appearance of broad absorptions usually found 
within 2-3 eV of the first ionization potential for large systems 
may have as much to do with the presence of many electronic 
origins as it has to do with the vibrational broadening usually 
considered. 

The present model contains only valence-type excitations. 
Insofar as a single determinant description is a good description 
of the ground state, most all of the intensity of the spectrum 
is carried by the singly excited valence states. Higher excita
tions do not couple with the ground state through the one 
electron dipole operator. Singly excited Rydberg configura
tions may, of course, couple via the dipole operator, but the 
diffuse nature of these orbitals ensures low oscillator strength, 
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Table III. Nature and Energy (eV) of Highest Occupied and 
Lowest Empty Molecular Orbitals of Ferrocene 

sym- INDO/ 
metry s" character* ab initio"" 

Table IV. Calculated Singlet State Transitions in Ferrocene 

calcd, cm-1 
type 

9a, ' 
5e," 
5C2" 
6e2' 
5e,' 
4I2 '" ' 
4e2' 
8a, ' 
4e ," 
6e, ' 
6a2 
5C1' 
3c7" 
3e," 
3e2' 
7a, ' 
2e->" 
2e2 ' 
5a2" 
6a, ' 

3.43 
3.05 
2.99 
2.98 
2.55 
2.17 

-7 .82 
-8.27 
-9 .58 

-10.01 
-13.46 
-13.88 
-14.25 
-14.25 
-14.50 
-16.28 
-21.71 
-22.34 
-22.55 
-23.72 

81% 4s; 4%d-2 
30% L(TT*); 65% dT 

100%L((T*) 
99% L(<r*) 
89% L(TT*); l l%3d { 

100% L(TT)* 

85% d„ 
90%dz2;5%4s 
75%L(ir) ;25%d«d,„ 
87% L(Tr); l3%4pA ,4p,, 
92%L(ir) ;8%4p z 

100% L ((J) 
100%L(<T) 

94% L ((T) 
98% L((T) 

94% L(TT) 

1 0 0 % L ( < T ) ; 3 2 % C ( 2 S ) 

99% L(<x); 32% C(2s) 
100% L(o-); C-H bonding 
96% L(<r); C-H bonding 

-11.83 (-
-14.29 {-

-9 .54 (-
-9 .45 (-

-13.63 
-14.11 
-14.4 
-15 .2 
-15 .3 
-15 .7 
-19.9 
-20 .3 
-19 .0 
-19.8 

-5.69)«-
-7.46) f 

-8.79) f 

-8.85)"-

" Spectroscopic paramelrization. * M = Fe,, L = ligand, C = 
carbon. c Orbital energies from ref 38. d Highest occupied molecular 
orbital. e A£(SCF) calculations from ref 38 on the ion states with the 
hole in each of these MOs. Values correspond to the energies of these 
orbitals including relaxation. 

generally less than 0.01 per degree of degeneracy.60 In addition, 
the intensity of the higher members of a series is expected to 
drop off from this maximum value as n~3, where n is the 
principal quantum number describing the sequence. Rydberg 
states thus often appear as weak, sharp spikes, perhaps riding 
on broad valence absorptions, that cannot be a feature of any 
valence orbital only calculation, or they can borrow intensity 
through configurational mixing with the more intense valence 
states. In the latter case the Rydberg and valence configura
tions need to lie very close, and this mixing may lead to 
broadening, but, since the Rydberg configurations carry little 
intensity of their own, the exclusion of Rydberg states will not 
affect the main features of the calculated spectrum of most 
molecules (intensity vs. energy), although, of course, a detailed 
description of the states involved may not be accurate. With 
this caveat we proceed. 

Several attempts have been made to include Rydberg or
bitals within the spectroscopic INDO model,61-62 and we are 
presently investigating these ideas. 

V. Results 

Ferrocene has been of theoretical and experimental concern 
since its discovery in 195163 and has been the subject of several 
reviews.64~66 The basic bonding involved in the ground state 
now seems well established, although neither the UV-visible 
nor photoelectron spectra have been assigned unequivocally 
by theory or experiment. 

The principal binding in ferrocene is of the IT type. Each 
cyclopentadienyl anion (Cp - ) has five TT symmetry molecular 
orbitals (MOs) of a2", ej", and e2" symmetry. The a2" and ei" 
MOs are filled with six valence ir electrons, satisfying the 
Hiickel An + 2 rule for aromatic stability. Upon the formation 
of the eclipsed D$h dimer, the two sets of a / , t\", and e2" ir 
MOs form weakly bonding and antibonding combinations, 
becoming, in increasing order of energy, ( a / , a2"), ( e / , ei"), 
and (e2", e2 '). The first two pairs contain the 12 TT symmetry 
valence electrons. The 3d atomic orbital (AOs) of iron trans
forms as a,'(d,2), e2'(d.v2-y2, dA>), and e ," (dX2, dyz) in Dsh-
In ferrocene, the iron has a formal d6 configuration: a,' ( d ^ ) 2 

Ha 21 700 

b 23 900 
111 31 900 

IV 

VI 

36 900 
39 700 
39 900 
41 200(0.060) 
42 400 
42 900 
44 700 
45 300(0.289) 
45 900 
47 700 

50 200 (0.0) 
50 300(0.016) 
50 400 
50 500 
50 600 
50 800 
52 300(0.03) 

54 100 
54 400 
56 800 
57 700 

59 600 
60 300 
61 700(0.17) 
65 000 
68 000(1.2) 

E1" (75% 8a,' — 5c," 
25%4e2' —5e,") 

E 2 " ( 4 e 2 ' - 5 e , " ) 
E,"(75%4e2" —5e,' 

25% 8a,' — 5e,") 
E 2 ' ( 4e 2 ' - 9a , ' ) 
A,' (8a,' - -9a, ' ) 
A2' (4e2' — 5e2') 
E,'(4e2' — 5e2') 
A , " (4e 2 ' - 4e 2 " ) 
E," (4e2' — 4e2") 
E2 '(8a,' —5e2') 
A2" (4e2' — 4e2") 
E2" (8a,' — 4e2") 
A, ' (75%4e 2 ' -5e 2 ' ; 

25% 4 e , " - 5e,") 
Ei' (4e/ — 6e2') 
A2" (4e2' — 5e2") 
A,'(4e2 ' — 6e2') 
A2' (4e2' — 6e2') 
E , " ( 4 e 2 ' - 5e2") 
Ai"(4e2 ' — 5e2") 
E,'(75%4e2' — Se1'; 

25%4e2' —7e,') 
E2 '(8a,' — 6e2') 
E 2 " (8a , ' -5e 2 " ) 
A->" (6e,' — 5e,") 
E2'(53%4e," —5e,": 

35% 4e," — 4e2") 
E2"(50%4e," — 5e2' 
E2' (mixed) 
Ei' (mixed) 
E,' (mixed) 

da — dx 

da — dx 

d a - 4 s 
dz2 — 4s 
da - Lx* 
da - L.* 
da - L,* 
da - L 1 * 
dr2 - Lx* 
d a - L 1 * 
dz2 - Lx* 
da - Lx* 

da~* La 

da — L„ 
da — L„ 
da — L„ 
da -^ L„ 
da— L„ 
d& ~* *Px.y 

da - La* 
da - La* 
L x - d x 
Lx - dx 

I —• I * 
Lx - dx 
I — I * 
I - > | * 

Oi (dx2-v2, dx 
7(d, d^)°. A Mulliken population 

analysis6^ for the present calculation yields a net charge on Fe 
of + 1.89, supporting a simple ligand field Fe2+(Cp~)2 picture 
of ferrocene. The metal-ligand bonding is primarily through 
the e ," highest occupied ligand orbitals depressed in energy 
through interaction with the ei"(dx z , dyz) iron orbitals, unoc
cupied in the complex. 

The highest occupied MOs are calculated to be the degen
erate 4e2' pair each of 86% metal da character (Table III). 
This degree of covalency is consistent with the value of 91% 
estimated by Prins on the basis of ESR measurements for the 
ferrocenium ion23 and the calculated value of 87% obtained 
for the related 3E2 ' state. Next lower in energy lies the 8a,' MO 
with 90% metal dz2 followed by the 4ei" ligand ir orbitals re
sponsible for most of the metal-ligand binding. Each of these 
doubly occupied e," MOs contributes 0.5 electron to each of 
the formally unoccupied metal 3dvz and 3dyz AOs. 

The lowest energy unoccupied MOs of ferrocene are 4e2" 
and 5e2", the Cp~7r* MOs. The order of these two orbitals is 
reversed from that in the C p - dimer since the 5e2' orbitals are 
antibonding with respect to the metal dxi-yi, dxy pair. The 5e," 
unoccupied metal orbitals are considerably higher in energy. 
Each consists of 65% metal 3d*z or 3dyz character compared 
to 25% in the occupied bonding partners (4ei"). 

The energy of the principal dz2 orbital (8a,') is calculated 
slightly lower than that of the d.v2_;.2, dxy orbitals (4e2 '). The 
latter pair is somewhat stabilized by mixing with the ligand 
dimer e2' orbital, but the former is apparently more stabilized 
by a 5% bonding admixture with the 4s metal orbital. The 
relative energies of these MOs are a question of continuing 
interest.68 We might caution in this respect that there is no 
direct observable that will resolve the controversy. The UV-
visible spectrum and the ionization spectrum measure differ-
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Table V. Assignment of the Ferrocene Spectrum (Energy in Units of 1000 cm ') 

I 

Il *a 
b 

III 
IV 

V 

VI 

VII 

obsd0 

18.9 

21.8 
24.0 
30.8 
37.7 (0.02)* 

-41.7(0.01) 
42.2(0.01) 

46.9(0.10)' 

49.7f 

50.9 (0.69)e 

53.1 

3E18(3E1") 

1E18(1E1") 
1E28(

1E2") 
1E18(1E1") 

1A^(1A2") 

1A2U(1A2") 

20.5 
20.6 
20.6 
21.7 
23.9 
31.9 
36.9 
39.7 
39.9 
41.2(0.06) 
42.4 
42.9 
44.7 
45.3 (0.29) 
45.9 
47.7 
50.2 (0.00) 
50.3 (0.02) 
52.3 (0.03) 

INDO/s* 
3E1" 
3E," 
3E2" 
'E1" 
'E2" 
'E1" 
'E2 ' 
1A1' 
1A2' 
'E1 ' 
1A1" 
'E1" 
1E2' 
'A2" 
'E2" 
1A2' 
1E1' 
1A2" 
1E1' 

CI 

14.6 
to 

15.1 
26.7 
21.2 
46.3 
all 

above 
73.0 

ab initio'' 
A£(SCF) 

14.2 
13.3 
21.8 

60.7 
61.4 

62.0« 
46.3? 

MSX,/ 

20.5 
25.2 
25.2 
36.5/ 

43.9/ 
36.5/ 

39.2/ 
36.5/ 

47.1 
43.9/ 

0 From ref 22 unless otherwise noted. * On eclipsed ferrocene. The group theoretical assignments have been made by correspondence between 
Da, and D$d- c On staggered ferrocene, ref 37. d Average singlet-triplet values from ref 68. ' From ref 21./The irreducible representations 
that result from orbital excitations have not been separated in ref 68. s See text for discussion of these states. They are arranged in this table 
only according to symmetry type, not orbital character. A II is a transition centered at 22 000 cm-1 but analyzed into two transitions, Ha and 
Hb. 

ences in state energies, not orbital energies. Extrapolation of 
this information into an orbital picture may be misleading.69 

Ionization and electronic excitation (to an excited state of the 
neutral) can be two very different processes. Computationally, 
Koopmans' theorem, which equates ionization potentials to 
the negative of orbital eigenvalues, may not be justified for 
transition-metal complexes, especially if the orbital is essen
tially metal. In addition, excitation energies are not obtained 
from the difference between two orbital energies, but rather 
from this difference corrected for by two-electron terms. 
Furthermore, corrections for relaxation effects must be made 
to these simple descriptions of ionization and excitation. The 
former is most easily accomplished by making a separate SCF 
calculation of the ion and subtracting this energy from the 
neutral species. The latter is corrected most easily by per
forming CI. 

Table III summarizes the frontier orbitals that are obtained 
for ferrocene and compares them with those obtained from an 
ab initio study.38 The four highest energy occupied orbitals 
have significant metal character and would be expected to have 
appreciable relaxation. The INDO/s calculation with spec
troscopic parametrization mimics to some degree the effect 
of atomic relaxation, a point to which we return. Thus, as 
shown in Table III, there is a significant difference in the 
INDO/s and ab initio results38 for these four molecular or
bitals. However, the agreement is much improved when the 
INDO/s results are compared with the ab initio AE (SCF) 
energies of these orbitals which account for relaxation. For the 
orbitals that are principally ligand in nature, the relaxation 
energy is thought to be less than approximately 1 eV. The re
maining INDO/s orbitals energies in the table are-in good 
accord with the ab initio values for neutral ferrocene. 

The calculated UV-visible spectrum of ferrocene is pre
sented in Table IV. The results are compared with the exper
imental observations of Armstrong, Smith, Elder, and 
McGlynn21 and Sohn, Hendrickson, and Gray,22 the calcu
lated ab initio values of Rohmer, Veillard, and Wood,37 and 
the scattered wave X-a results of Rosch and Johnson.68 

As seen in Table V, the lowest observed state at 18 900 cm-1 

is assigned as 3Eig. This is in good agreement with our calcu
lation and the CI calculations of Rohmer et al., which both 

predict three low-lying nearly degenerate triplet states at about 
this energy. The lowest triplet is calculated by INDO/s to be 
nearly pure 8ai' (dzz) — 5ei"(d^.)3Ei". 

The first singlet is reported as a broad band with a maximum 
at *~22 000 cm-1.21'22 Sohn and co-workers assign this as two 
separate excitations of 1Ej" and 1Ei" type, principally 8ai'(dz2) 
-»• 5ei"(d„.«) and 4e2'(ds) —* 5ei'(d„.»), respectively. This as
signment is in excellent accord with our results and the scat
tered-wave results. The ab initio calculations confirm the 
presence of two bands in this region but have the reverse 
order. 

We assign the third band observed at 30 800 cm-1 as 1Ei", 
again principally 4e2r(da) —»• 5ei"(dx«). The similarity in vi
brational structure of bands Ha and III, both activated by a 
low-energy vibrational mode of ~260 cm-1, suggests that these 
two bands are of the same symmetry, lending credence to our 
assignment of band HA as 1Ei" rather than that suggested by 
Rohmer et al. The scattered-wave calculations do not resolve 
the degeneracy in the irreducible components of QJ'~* ei", but 
the simplest interpretation of their results is in accord with 
ours. 

At higher frequencies, a broad, structureless band with a 
superimposed structured spectrum is observed with a maxi
mum at 37 700 cm-1.22 We calculate three bands in this re
gion, two of which are d —* 4s, the third d̂  - • L(7r)* charge 
transfer. We assign band IV to any one or all of these states. 
All three of these transitions are formally forbidden in keeping 
with the appearance of band IV. The "4s" MO involved in 
these excitations is very diffuse, with an average radius of 1.7 
A from the iron nucleus. The iron to cyclopentadiene plane 
distance is 1.66 A. In this sense, all three transitions calculated 
in this region have metal to ligand charge transfer character. 
The position of the d -* 4s transition is somewhat sensitive to 
the size of the 4s basis used and to the resonance parameter 
i8A,4s of eq 7. Insofar as the bracketing theorem of Hylleras and 
Undheim70 is valid in a semiempirical method, however, these 
two 3d -»• 4s transitions represent upper bounds to states of Ej 
and Ai' symmetry. 

The ab initio CI calculations are difficult to interpret in this 
region, as ligand to metal, metal to ligand, and ligand to ligand 
excitations are all calculated in the range 73 000-84 000 cm-1, 
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Table VI. Ionization Potentials of Ferrocene (eV) to Specific States of the Ferrocenium Ion 

method 

exp" 
minimal basis set 

ab initio A£(SCF)* 
extended basis set 

ab initio, A£(SCF)< 
MSXa'' 
INDO/s/ 

A£(SCF) 
e MO (VlP) 
av 

av error'' 

2.4 

0.5 

1.2 

0.9 
0.8 
0.5 

2E2' 

6.86 
8.3 

5.69 

8.5 

6.10 
7.82 
6.96 

2A1' 

7.23 
10.1 

7.46 

7.9 

5.82 
8.27 
7.05 

ion state 
^E1" 

8.72 
11.2 

8.79 

9.7 

9.61 
9.58 
9.60 

W 
9.38 

11.1 

8.85 

9.3 

-9.7 
10.01 

~9.9 

2A2" 

12.2 
15.5 

13.03 

11.7 

13.14 
13.46 
13.30 

2E1' 

13.6 

13.60 

11.6 

13.87 
13.87 

" Reference 25. * Reference 36. ' Reference 38. d Reference 68. The ionizations calculated at 1 1.7 and 1 1.6 eV are both assigned to the 
experimental peak observed at 12.2 eV. ' 2|£(calcd) —£(obsd)|/«, assuming this assignment of states. ̂ A£(SCF) and e(VlP) vertical potential 
(Koopmans' theorem) from calculation of neutral and ionic states using spectroscopic parametrization. 

and as these values are in very poor numerical agreement with 
experiment. 

At first glance, the A£(SCF) ab initio calculations appear 
to contradict our assignment for band IV, assigning this region 
to L(7r) - • dw* transitions of Ai", E2", and A2" type with a 
calculated average value of 46 300 cm-1. Arguing against this 
assignment is the fact that band IV does not have the appear
ance of an allowed transition and A2' is a z-allowed excitation. 
Further, the excitations that we attribute to band IV have not 
been considered in the Af(SCF) calculation and might be 
calculated below the L(ir) -* du» type. 

If one assumes that the greatest inaccuracies of minimum 
basis set ab initio work are in the description of the states with 
occupied ligand 7r* orbitals, which thus far appears true, all 
metal —- L(7r*) excitations might be calculated at a relatively 
higher energy than L(7r) -»• metal transitions. Another reason 
for doubting the A£(SCF) assignment of band IV is that 
adding ~8000 cm -1 to the A£(SCF) ab initio results (as
suming that the ground-state calculation is not of the same 
quality as the excited states) places the d -»• d* transitions 
(bands Ha, Hb, and III) in good accord with experiment. If this 
same correction is added to the L(ir) —- d̂ » excitation assigned 
to band IV, it is raised to 53 000-56 000 cm-1, consistent with 
our calculated values of these excitations at ~57 000 and 
~61 000 cm-'. 

At 41 200 cm -1 a weakly allowed 'Ei'(d5) -»• L(7r*) exci
tation is calculated and associated with band V. Experimen
tally this state does not have the appearance of a truly allowed 
band because of the long vibrational progression (band VIII 
of ref 21), but the 0-0 band does appear the strongest of the 
series. In addition, there is at least another transition, probably 
forbidden, with maximum observed at ~42 400 cm-1. Possible 
assignments are suggested in the tables, but the density of 
states in this region is quite high. We recall also the caveat of 
the previous section. 

Further bands (VI) are observed with origins at ~46 900, 
49 700, 50 900, and 53 100 cm-1. The last two of these tran
sitions are clearly allowed, and the first might be also. A great 
many excitations are calculated in this region, including four 
with allowed character. The allowed transitions are calculated 
at 45 300, 50 200, 50 300, and 52 300 cm-1. The total observed 
oscillator strength in this region is ~0.80 and we have ac
counted for only 0.34. This might suggest that the amount of 
CI is getting insufficient at these higher energies to allow lower 
states to borrow intensity from the higher lying and strongly 
allowed 1 E/ configurations calculated above 61 000 cm-1, and 
A2" configurations calculated at 73 900 and 78 200 cm-1. 

Purely ligand to ligand allowed excitations are calculated 
as L(TT) —• L(TT*) at 61 670 cm"1 and L(TT) — L(<r*) at 
65 000-68 000 cm-1. These correspond well to observed 
transitions in cyclopentadiene at 60 500 and 63 700 cm-1, 

although the former is usually assigned a —* ir* rather than 
7T —»• a*. 

In addition to electronic spectra, photoelectron spectra were 
calculated for ferrocene. The calculated ionization potentials 
are summarized and compared with the observed photoelectron 
spectra in Table VI. Our calculations for the ion with spec
troscopic parametrization are of the unrestricted Hartree-Fock 
type with annihilation of the contaminating quartet, in contrast 
to the restricted calculations of Coutiere, Demuynck, and 
Veillard36 and Bagus, Wahlgren, and Almlof.38 In all cases, 
however, the expectation value of s2 after annihilation is be
tween 0.7500 and 0.7502, suggesting very little remaining spin 
contamination. The scattered wave MSXQ calculations are of 
the muffin tin type with overlapping spheres, and utilize Sla
ter's transition-state theory.68 

When taken in conjunction with the experimental intensities 
and vibrational structure of the photoelectron absorption,24-25 

all theoretical methods suggest that the lowest state of the 
ferrocenium ion is 2E2' (2E2g) followed by the 2A/ (2A ig) state 
approximately 0.4 eV higher in energy. The next two states are 
2E1" (2Ei8) and 2E,' (2EiJ followed in turn by two states 2A2" 
(2A211) and 2Ei' (2E2u). The symbols in parentheses refer to the 
symmetry assignments of these states in the staggered (DSJ) 
symmetry. Very little difference in these results is expected to 
occur in going from the eclipsed (Dsh) to the staggered 
structure and we give the Dsd symbols for comparison with the 
results of others.36,38 

Both ab initio calculations obtain the correct order of fer
rocenium ion states but overestimate the difference between 
the first two states and underestimate the difference between 
the last two pairs of states, making them nearly degenerate. 

The order of states we calculate by INDO from the 
A£(SCF) energies of the ferrocenium ion is 

2A 1 '< 2E 2 '< 2E," < 2E 1 '< 2A2" 

These A£(SCF) results are in good agreement with the ab 
initio results obtained from the restricted Hartree-Fock 
method38 with the exception that the two lowest calculated 
states are reversed. The INDO method without spectroscopic 
parametrization, described elsewhere,20 predicts the same 
order of the first two ionic states as obtained by the ab initio 
methods, and with a 0.5 eV splitting, in good accord with ex
periment. The relaxation energies obtained in such calculations 
for the first three states are 6.5,6.8, and 0.7 eV, also in excel
lent agreement with the values reported in ref 38. That both 
ab initio molecular orbital calculations predict too large a 
splitting of the two lowest states, 1.8 eV, suggests a distin
guishing role of electron correlation. Interestingly, our results 
for these two states agree with the MSXa calculations of 
Rosch and Johnson.68 

An interesting feature of the INDO results with spectro-
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Table VII. Calculated Electronic and Spin Populations (from INDO/s) for Ferrocene and the First Four States of the Ferrocenium Ion" 

net charge 
Fe 

4s 
4p (total) 
3dz2 
3d*, 
3dx2_,2 
3dxz 

3d,2 

net 
Cc 2p(7r) 

net 
H c ne t 

'A 1 ' 

0 

0.05 
-0 .54 

1.81 
1.69 
1.69 
0.72 
0.72 
1.87 
1.03 

-0 .24 
0.06 

2E2 '(d*2-,2) 

+ 1 

0.03 (0.00)* 
-0 .43 (0.00) 

1.86(0.00) 
1.83(0.00) 
0.94(0.92) 
0.89 (0.02) 
0.89 (0.02) 
2.00(0.95) 
0.95 (0.00) 

-0 .20 (0.00) 
0.10(0.00) 

2 A, ' (d z 2) 

+ 1 

-0 .06 (0.04) 
-0 .42 (0.00) 

0.99 (0.92) 
1.78(0.01) 
1.78(0.01) 
0.95(0.01) 
0.95(0.01) 
2.03(1.00) 
0.96 (0.00) 

-0.21 (0.00) 
0.11 (0.00) 

^E1" 

+ 1 

0.01 (0.00) 
-0 .53 (-0.01) 

1.85(0.00) 
1.74(0.00) 
1.74(0.00) 
0.78 (0.00) 
0.49 (0.28) 
1.93(0.28) 
0.94 (0.06) 

-0 .20 (0.07) 
0.10(0.00) 

^A2" 

+ 1 

0.04 (0.00) 
-0 .73 (0.07) 

1.83(0.00) 
1.69 (-0.01) 
1.69 (-0.01) 
0.75 (-0.02) 
0.75 (-0.02) 
1.99(0.00) 
0.94(0.10) 

-0.20(0.10) 
0.10(0.00) 

" In these calculations spectroscopic parametrization was used. b The numbers in parentheses are spin densities, 
carbon and each hydrogen atom. 

Average values for each 

scopic parametrization is the rather large reduction of relax
ation energy. As indicated in Table VI, Koopmans' theorem 
now gives a correct order of ionization potentials and is even 
in good numerical accord with observed values. The relaxation 
of the 2E2' state, for example, is reduced from 6.5 to 1.7 eV in 
going from calculations using correctly calculated two-electron 
integrals over Slater-type orbitals to those obtained using the 
Pariser approximation described in this work. The origin of this 
reduction of relaxation energy is not known. We do not have 
enough experience to note whether it is a general consequence 
of treating the evaluation of the core integrals, eq 9, and the 
Coulomb integrals, eq 21, from atomic ionization information 
in a consistent fashion. If so, one might expect that approxi
mately 4.8 eV of relaxation energy is associated with atomic 
relaxation and 1.7 eV with molecular relaxation. For com
parison, Bagus et al. estimate Fe2+ (3d6; 5D) — Fe3+(3d5; 6S) 
relaxation at 3.2 eV.38 

A summary of the electronic population analysis for the 
ground and some ionized states is given in Table VII. The 2E2' 
state is clearly the result of the removal of a /3 spin electron 
from the 3dx2_,2 molecular orbital (spin density in the 3dx2_,2 
atomic orbital is 0.92), but the net charge on the iron atom 
increases only slightly from 1.87 to 2.00. The localized metal 
character of the 3dx2_,2 molecular orbital of ferrocene from 
which the electron was lost would suggest a net charge of 2.69 
on iron for this 2E2' state. It is thus apparent that significant 
relaxation has occurred. The reduction of charge buildup on 
the central iron atom is a consequence of (1) increased mixing 
of the formally unoccupied 3eT atomic orbitals with occupied 
ligand orbitals (back-donation to the metal) and (2) decreased 
mixing of the formally occupied 3dff atomic orbitals with the 
ligand antibonding orbitals (forward donation). We thus cal
culate a composite picture for this relaxation with forward 
donation, as suggested by Shulman and Sugano for iron(II) 
and iron(III) cyanide71 and back-donation suggested by Bagus 
et al.38 

The 2A]' state results from the removal of a 3dz2 electron. 
Again as a result of charge relaxation the net Mulliken popu
lation on iron only increases from 1.87 to 2.03. Both back-
donation into the formally unoccupied metal orbitals and 
forward donation from the formally occupied metal d orbitals 
play a role, with the former somewhat more important. 

The 2E]" and 2A2" states result from the removal of an 
electron that has mostly cyclopentadienyl w character. For the 
2E," state roughly 0.28 of the unpaired electron is in the 
3d,. 

In all the ionic states examined, the removal of an electron 
has increased the positive charge on the iron only slightly, 
~0.13, while the ten carbons have lost ~0.4 electron, and an 

equal amount has been lost by the ten hydrogens. There is an 
accompanying loss of nearly half an electron from the -K system 
of each cyclopentadienyl ion, while the <x system of each cy
clopentadienyl ion has gained back approximately 0.25 elec
tron. 

That all ionic states examined have approximately the same 
net charge on iron as calculated for ferrocene itself is somewhat 
unusual. The loss of a d electron might be expected to increase 
the charge one unit, i.e., formally from iron(II) to iron(III). 
Although the exact meaning of the Mulliken population is not 
clear and is certainly not an observable, such an analysis should 
be useful in giving chemically "appealing" trends for a given 
basis set of atomic orbitals. Observables that might be con
sidered related directly to these trends are the chemical or 
isomer shifts observed in Mossbauer spectroscopy.72'75 Indeed, 
the isomer shift measured between ferrocene and ferrocenium 
ion salts is very small, ranging between 0.07 and -0.14 mm/s, 
suggesting very little difference in the net electronic "charge" 
of the iron atom. This value might be compared with the isomer 
shift of 0.88 mm/s observed between FeS04-7H20 and 
Fe2(SO4MH2O.76 

The molecular orbitals obtained for the 2E2' state of the 
ferrocenium ion are given in Table VIII; those for the 2Ai' state 
are given in Table IX. To form the 2E2' state a /3 electron was 
removed from the 4e2'(dx2_,2) molecular orbital, slightly de
stroying the Dsh symmetry. None of the degenerate orbitals 
of ferrocene has been split except the 4e2' level itself. Both 
components, the predominantly d*, and dx2_,2 molecular or
bitals, are occupied in the a spin manifold; they are split by 0.6 
eV with the 4e2'(dx2_,2) orbital lying lowest. The splitting of 
these two orbitals is much larger in the /3 spin manifold. This 
is caused mostly by the fact that the 4e2'(dx2_,2) orbital is not 
occupied and only slightly by the break in spatial symmetry. 

With the exception of the 4e2'(dx2_,2) molecular orbital, 
where it is expected, very little splitting between the a and ft 
partners of the molecular orbitals occurs. The major splitting 
is in the 8ai'(d72) molecular orbitals, which are "spin" split by 
0.7 eV, and the 4e2' (dxy) orbital, with a spin splitting of 0.5 
eV. Such differences are expected, considering that the un
paired spin density is confined to mostly the 3dx2_,2 atomic 
orbital (Table VII) and only the 8aj'(dz2) and 4e2'(d;t,) or
bitals are localized on iron. 

The 2Ai' state of the ferrocenium ion is summarized in Table 
IX. In this case there is, of course, no symmetry splitting. Again 
the spin splitting is small and is confined to those molecular 
orbitals that are localized on the iron atom. In addition, it is 
apparent that the energy of only those molecular orbitals that 
have large 3d character is different in the 2E2' and 2A/. The 
differences in the orbital eigenvalues in all but the 4e2'(dff) and 
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Table VIII. Nature and Energy of the Highest Occupied Molecular Orbitals of the Ferrocenium Ion 2E2' State 

sym 

4e2 ' 
8a,' 
6e, ' 
4sY 
4e," 
4e2 ' 
6a2" 
5e,' 
2e2" 
3e2' 
3e," 
7a," 

e, eV 

-13.8 
-14 .4 
-14.6 
-15 .0 
-15.2 
-17 .8 
-18 .2 
-18 .6 
-19 .0 
-19.1 
-20.7 

a spin MOs 
type0 

86% d.2 
14% 4p 
86% dxy 

29% d* 
86% dxi-y2 

9% 4pr 

4%ds 

16% dT 

7% 4s 

e, eV 

- 4 . 9 * 
-13.1 
-14 .4 
-14.1 
-14.8 

-17.8 
-18 .2 
-18 .6 
-18.9C 

-19 .0 
-20.7 

0 spin MOs 
type" 

53%dx2_,2 
86% d,2 
14% 4p 
86% dxy 

26% dx 

9% 4p7 

l%d s 

13% dF 

7% 4s 

av 
«av, eV 

-9 .9 
-13 .5 
-14 .4 
-14 .4 
-14.9 

-17.8 
-18.2 
-18.6 
-19 .0 
-19.1 
-20.7 

" From orthogonalized basis (Lowdin) as opposed to Mulliken population analyses. * Not occupied. c Very slightly split. 

Table IX. Nature and Energy of the Highest Occupied Molecular Orbitals of the Ferrocenium Ion 2A,' State 

sym e, eV 
a spin MOs 

type" (, eV 
j3 spin MOs 

type" ,eV 

8a,' 
4e2 ' 
6e, ' 
8a, ' 
4e ," 
6a2" 
5e,' 
2e2" 
3e2 ' 
3e," 
7a, ' 

-13 .9 
-14.3 
-15.1 
-15.1 
-17.7 
-18 .2 
-18 .6 
-18 .9 
-19 .2 
-20 .6 

86% d6 

14% 4p 
86% d7: 
29% dx 
9% 4pz 

2%ds 
17% dx 
7% 4s 

-3.9* 
-13.1 
-14.4 

-14.9 
-17.8 
-18.2 
-18.6 
-18.9 
-19.0 
-20.6 

74% dz2 
84% ds 

14%4p 

27% d, 
9% 4pz 

l%d6 

15%dT 

7% 4s 

-9 .5 
-13 .5 
-14.4 

-15 .0 
-17.8 
-18.2 
-18 .6 
-18.9 
-19.1 
-20.6 

a From orthogonalized basis (Lowdin) as opposed to Mulliken population analyses. * Not occupied. 

8ai'(dz2) are less than 0.13 V. We note that in both cases the 
unoccupied /3 spin metal orbital has considerably more cova-
lency than its occupied counterpart. 

V. Conclusions 
An intermediate neglect of differential overlap theory ap

propriate for calculating the spectroscopic properties of tran
sition-metal complexes is described. The model is characterized 
by the systematic treatment of both one- and two-electron 
integrals from atomic spectroscopy. The results suggest that 
this treatment of integrals reduces the requirement for higher 
excitations, doublets, triplets, etc., when the percentage of the 
states under consideration is essentially "singles". Another 
effect of this treatment of integrals is the reduction of the re
laxation energy calculated upon ionization to essentially 
"molecular reorganization" as opposed to "atomic" relaxation. 
In the case of ferrocene, Koopmans' theorem is essentially 
restored. 

All the one-center integrals that mix upon molecular rota
tion are included in the theory. It has been found that ne
glecting them, or spherically averaging over these integrals to 
eliminate most of them, has little effect on the reference 
Hartree-Fock ground state, but has serious consequences in 
the excited states obtained by configuration interaction. 

A simple valence bond idea has been exploited to choose 
between atomic parameters derived from the d"_2s2 and d"_1s 
configurations of the transition metal. This systematic choice 
presented here leads to accurate geometric predictions of 
transition-metal complexes with the nonspectroscopic version 
of INDO described in ref 20. 

Calculations on the electronically excited states of ferrocene 
give a very clear and straightforward assignment of the lowest 
three triplets and three singlets, those that are of d -* d type. 

The numerical agreement and symmetry assignments of these 
states agree very well with those found experimentally, al
though the order of the two closely spaced singlet states does 
not agree with that suggested by ab initio calculations. The 
positions of symmetry-allowed transitions found at higher 
energies are also well correlated with calculated allowed states 
that are not of the d -»• d type. In the region above 37 000 cm-1 

very many dipole forbidden transitions are calculated. We 
argue that the first of these (or three of these) is responsible 
for the observed band IV reported in Table VI. 

Self-consistent field calculations have been performed on 
the five lowest states of the ferrocenium ion. It is concluded that 
the 2E2' state lies lowest, followed closely by the 2 A/ state. 
Both of these states result from the loss of a 3d electron, cor
responding to a formal change from iron(II) to iron(III). The 
other ionic states calculated are formed from the loss of an 
electron from ligand orbitals. In spite of the very different 
natures of these ions, all have a calculated net charge on iron, 
as measured by a Mulliken population analysis, of approxi
mately +2.0, an increase of only +0.1 from ferrocene itself. 
This charge relaxation in the case of the first two ionic states 
is in agreement with the ab initio results on ferrocene and with 
information inferred from Mossbauer studies on the lowest 
state of the ferrocenium ion. 
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